Dialect and Heritage: The State of the Nation Project
Brief for user experience and interaction design consultant
Invitation to apply
The University of Leeds invites applications for an experienced user experience and
interaction design consultant to help us plan the project website. This stage 1 development
work will support a £732,400 stage 2 Heritage Grant application to the Heritage Lottery Fund
for the Dialect and Heritage: The State of the Nation project. Applications should be directed
to dialectandheritage@leeds.ac.uk by 30th May 2018. Informal enquiries may be made to Dr
Fiona Douglas, the Project Lead (f.m.douglas@leeds.ac.uk).
Introduction
This brief sets out the requirements for producing the website user experience and interaction
design brief, and an accompanying website mock-up to support our phase 2 application. The
Dialect and Heritage: The State of the Nation project received a stage 1 pass from the HLF
and a development grant of £65,600 in September 2017. A copy of the relevant sections of
the stage 1 application is enclosed.
The user experience and interaction design brief and website mock-up created from this work
will be key documents supporting our stage 2 (delivery phase) HLF application, and should
fully comply with current HLF good practice guidelines on Digital technology in heritage
projects and with HLF’s standard ‘terms of grant’ and specific guidance on ‘digital outputs’.
(See https://www.hlf.org.uk/looking-funding/our-grant-programmes/heritage-grants and
appendix 3 of HLF’s application guidance.) Your work will feed in directly to the project’s
Activity Plan, so you should consult HLF’s Activity Plan guidance. The website mock-up
should give an overview of high level structure and functionality, be user-driven, and tested
with audiences before finalising the user experience and interaction design brief.
If successful, you will work alongside the Project Lead, Dr Fiona Douglas (School of
English), Joanne Fitton (Head of Special Collections and Galleries), and other core team
members based at the University of Leeds, providing consultancy in the delivery phase. We
have allocated £4,872 (including VAT) to support user experience and interaction design for
the website aspect of the project in the development phase. You will also work alongside the
project’s Activity Planning Consultants on:





Segmenting and profiling target website audiences
Developing scenarios and user personas
Interviewing target audiences regarding their use of digital tools.
Documenting website features and related integration with social media that might
attract the target audiences.

The Activity Planning Consultants will be working on general questions of audience design
(establishing what are the existing and potential audiences for the project’s activities and the
partner museums, refining different audience groups and their needs/preferences etc.), but
testing relating specifically to the website will be the responsibility of the user experience and
interaction design consultant. It is important that your work dovetails with and complements
the overall recommendations made in the Activity Plan.
This brief has been prepared by Dr Fiona Douglas, School of English, University of Leeds.
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The Dialect and Heritage: The State of the Nation project
This project is based on a partnership between the School of English and Special Collections,
Brotherton Library, University of Leeds and five museums:






Avoncroft Museum of Historic Buildings
Dales Countryside Museum
Museum of East Anglian Life
Ryedale Folk Museum
Weald and Downland Living Museum.

The project will digitise and make available, meaningful and relevant to public audiences the
Leeds Archive of Vernacular Culture (LAVC) - a unique and nationally important, but
currently inaccessible, dialect and vernacular culture archive housed in the Brotherton
Library’s Special Collections at the University of Leeds. The project will marry the LAVC’s
rich resources with the five partner museums’ complementary and contemporaneous artefact
collections, putting the LAVC back into the communities from which it was originally
collected and where it truly belongs, reuniting tangible and intangible cultural heritage, and
breathing new life into museum displays, local heritage, and the archive. This project, with its
geographic spread across England, will help to reconnect a national vernacular cultural
heritage, the pieces of which are currently scattered. In making the LAVC with its rich
historical dialect and vernacular cultural heritage resources available to the public (in
museums and online), whilst also capturing new research data in the form of present-day
dialect and an investigation of the role of family, oral histories and reminiscence, this project
offers valuable opportunities for public engagement and learning, enhancement of partner
museums’ collections and knowledge-base, and rewarding volunteering roles alongside largescale bona-fide academic research – the latter to be shared with public audiences during the
lifetime of the project and beyond. Public engagement activities with a lasting legacy will
enable visitors (both within museums and online) to uncover their own cultural heritage and
that of others, to learn more about their dialect inheritance, and to share their stories,
memories and linguistic heritage for the benefit of current and future generations.
Project Aims








Digitise and index the Leeds Archive of Vernacular Culture (LAVC).
To make the unique and valuable cultural heritage resources contained within the LAVC
available, accessible, and relevant to public audiences via local folk-life museums and
online, whilst ensuring appropriate digital archive copies are held by Special Collections.
Where appropriate, to digitise complementary collections held by partner museums.
To reunite tangible and intangible vernacular culture heritage artefacts within local
communities via museums.
To invite members of the public, via museums and website, to share their own dialect and
cultural heritage with us, for the benefit of the project and future generations. We will
significantly broaden the scope of the original Survey of English Dialects (SED) by being
maximally inclusive re respondents.
To undertake dialect research based on the materials the public provides, on the
understanding that this will be shared with these same public audiences in ways that are
meaningful and relevant to them.
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Project website
The website will be an essential, integral and dynamic public-facing component of the
project’s success. The fully indexed multimedia digital collection made available via the
project website offers unparalleled opportunities to reconnect this national, but currently
locally scattered, vernacular culture tradition. The website will provide a single point of entry
to the whole of this national vernacular heritage collection, enabling people to uncover their
own cultural heritage and dialect inheritance, offering them opportunities to follow up on
museum visits, explore the wider collection, and to share their own dialect, stories, and
memories for the benefit of all. Through the website, vernacular culture heritage that was not
previously well-known or accessible will now be available to the public, digitally repatriated,
and made visible on a national scale.
We therefore want to develop a website that:











has an engaging and intuitive interface that attracts the project’s desired target audiences
in ways that are appropriate to different user groups
is interactive, informative and accessible (i.e. meets at least W3C Single A accessibility
standards within the WCAG 2.0 web content accessibility guidelines) in order to make
the digital LAVC collection readily available to public audiences from across the country
and beyond
allows people, from all over the UK and beyond, to explore and interact with the
collection in ways that are interesting, meaningful and relevant to them, enabling them to
encounter and rediscover their own cultural heritage, and that of others
enables users to contribute their own dialect, heritage and culture by facilitating the
collection of new data (including text, audio, visual etc.), and to maintain and deepen
their connections with the project via social media interactions, crowdsourcing activities,
and opportunities for online volunteering e.g. transcribing audio content
supports and furthers the project’s research aims (e.g. via data discoverability,
searchability, exploration, and collection of new data) to advance knowledge and
understanding in the following key areas, so that we can share the findings with all:
o Dialect use past and present, thus offering new insights into dialect, opening up
comparisons between the historic and contemporary, different places, and varying
local customs and heritage to public audiences.
o Family language: to discover whether families play a role in dialect maintenance,
and how this relates to their sense of shared family heritage and identity, giving
valuable insights into the family-based cultural heritage that we each carry within
us.
is coherent and in dialogue with the project’s museum and community-based activities,
interpretation and engagement plans, including both permanent and touring exhibitions,
thus bridging the gap between actual and virtual encounters with the collection
helps us to reach wider, more diverse, and new audiences, and encourage increased digital
participation in cultural activity

We envisage:



exploration via key themes which relate to our and the museums' collections
an interface that makes visible links between different parts of the archive and different
multimedia resources
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data visualisations such as maps, graphs, themes, timelines, social/cultural network
diagrams, family connections to visualise the content for both public and expert
lay/academic audiences
GIS-linked maps which take full advantage of the locality information extant in the
original Survey of English dialects data, and allow overlays with topographic features e.g.
via Google maps, and data layering
a searchable (basic and advanced plus free text and guided searches), browsable, and
(where appropriate) playable archive interface for multi-format content including: audio
files, images and text
links to social media platforms to enable people to connect with the project, partner
museums, and each other using familiar interfaces
crowd-sourcing features to enable users to contribute transcriptions, dialect word data,
images, and audio content to the project via the website (possibly single pane technology)
a responsive website suitable for use on mobile and desktop devices, that is dynamic (we
will add new data as the project progresses) and usable in different ways depending on
the needs/interests of the user

Timetable
We will appoint the user experience and interaction design consultant in early June 2018,
with the finalised user experience and interaction design plan due by Aug 2018. The
successful consultant should be available for comment when the Activity Plan is being
finalised in Nov/Dec 2018, and in the weeks leading up to the submission of the stage 2
application (anticipated March 2019).
Application
Your application should include:






Broad outline of your response to the key priorities of the brief with itemised work
packages and time allocated to each
Previous experience of website user experience and interaction design work. Please
give examples of previous work that showcase your skills and experience.
Experience of working with both higher education and museum communities.
Experience of working on HLF-funded projects.
Plans and schedule for segmenting and profiling target website audiences; developing
scenarios and user personas; interviewing target audiences regarding their use of
digital tools; documenting website features and related integration with social media
that might attract the target audiences.

Project Management and Monitoring
The client for this work will be the University of Leeds. The full terms and conditions of the
consultant’s appointment will be in accordance with the University’s Web Design
Agreement. The successful consultant will report to the Project Lead.
Supporting documents: Appendices showing indicative data and visualisations; relevant
sections of the stage 1 application.
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APPENDIX 1: Maps
Current LAVC paper maps
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What other projects have done
Scottish Corpus of Texts and Speech (http://www.scottishcorpus.ac.uk/):

British Library UK Soundmap (http://sounds.bl.uk/sound-maps/uk-soundmap):
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Our solution?

Layering allows to switch
info. on and off.

By hovering
over locations
and zooming
in and out,
users can
access list of
relevant GISlinked
resources e.g.
audio
recordings,
photos,
words.

Superimpose SED maps onto Google maps
to show dialect boundaries (words and
pronunciation) alongside hills, waterways,
railways etc. as these are often considered
significant for dialect spread and/or
maintenance.

Users
caninfo
‘pin’
Users can ‘pin’Users
info
they
can
‘pin’
they
info
they
enter
to
enter to map locations.
enter to map locations.
map locations.

Single pane tech: map doubles as dialect display and collection tool.
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Appendix 2: Timelines

Static option like surname profiler http://gbnames.publicprofiler.org/

• Allows users to move
between and compare
existing and new LAVC
data
• Also timeline
differentiation for maps,
themes, people.
• Dynamic option like
http://www.bbc.co.uk/hi
story/interactive/timelin
es/british/index_embed.
shtml but requires more
data points
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Appendix 3: themes

SED Themes (Books 1-IX) – good match for museum collections

1.Farm

2. Farming

3. Animals

4. Nature

5. House &
Housekeeping

6. Human body

7. Numbers,
time, weather

8. Social
activities

9. States,
actions,
relations
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IDFLS themes – again – a good match
• Settlement and Dwelling (farms, villages,
towns, houses)
• Livelihood and Household Support (hunting,
fishing, farming, crafts, trades,
housekeeping)
• Communications and Trade
• The Community (farm, village, town, dress,
church, education, law)
• Human Life: Social Customs and Rites of
Passage
• Nature (sky, weather, landscape, plants,
animals)
• Folk Medicine
• Calendar Customs (calendar days, festivals)
• Dialect

• Popular Belief and Practice (legends, witches,
magic, superstitions)
• Mythical Tradition (beings and apparitions)
• Historical Tradition (Legend – pagan and church)
• Popular Oral Tradition (folk tales, verse, riddles,
proverbs)
• Folk Music, Dance, Drama
• Sports, Games, Pastimes
• Children’s Traditions
• Folk Art
• Gypsies / Cultural Minorities

Given that the SED and IDFLS materials are organised thematically, it makes sense to make this one of the ways into the
data. Careful thought needs to be given to how this could best be made informative, user-friendly, and visually appealing.
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Appendix 4: people/social/cultural networks

We know who original SED
respondents were. Invite
their descendants to share
their dialect with us.

Build in facility to link people
to each other.

Many visitors to museums are
family groups. Invite them to
enter family-based dialect word
info and take away their own
family dialect tree.

Instead of discover your ancestry –
discover your (ancestors’) dialect.
Tie people to locations and time.
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